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Program Evaluation

Evaluating the impact of an educational or public policy change 
(experimenting in the "real world")

If the government or private sources are going to spend millions of dollars trying to 
improve something, shouldn't we be finding out if the program is actually working as 
expected? Consider the case of universal pre-K education.

https://web.archive.org/web/20080527195348/http:/www.onlineathens.com/stories/031107/news_20070311063.shtml
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Program Evaluation (A Form of Experimental Design)

*Pre-test not necessary with random assignment to groups, but essential with non-random assignment.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170710003953/http:/homvee.acf.hhs.gov/HomVEE_brief_2014-50.pdf


Article showing that benefits of being in small classes in grades K-3 last through grades 11-12;
yet another, more detailed, article on evaluating the effects of class size on student achievement

One state that conducted a 

proper research study in 

conjunction with an 

educational innovation:

Do smaller class sizes 

improve student learning?

Project STAR

(Student/Teacher Achievement 

Ratio), done in Tennessee

• EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Small classes (13-17 

students) in grades K-3, 

then regular-size classes 

from then on

• CONTROL GROUP

Regular-size classes

(22-26) throughout

http://www.buffalo.edu/reporter/vol32/vol32n33/n8.html
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/journals/pspi/2_1.html
https://www.aft.org/sites/default/files/periodicals/STARSummer99.pdf


Branas, C. C., South, E., Kondo, M. C., et al. (2018). Citywide cluster 

randomized trial to restore blighted vacant land and its effects on 

violence, crime, and fear. Proceedings of the National Academy of 

Sciences, 115, 2946–2951. (LINK)

Another Randomized Program Evaluation:

Cleaning Up Vacant Lots to Reduce Crime

https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1718503115


Random Assignment ➔ True Experiment (RAIDER Principle)

No Random Assignment ➔ Quasi-Experiment 
(Earl Babbie, Research Methods Author)

Quasi-Experiments
(quasi = "as if," "seemingly," "in part")

TWO TYPES OF QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS

Nonequivalent Control Group

• One established group (e.g., school or 
organization) receives a program (like an 
Experimental Group), whereas another group 
does not (like a Control Group).

• Groups are thought to be similar 
demographically or in other ways. However, 
they are NOT created by randomly assigning 
individuals. 

• Real Example: Implementing a new form of 
nursing care (integrative care) at one facility, 
with a different facility serving as the control 
group (Boumans et al., 2008).

Time-Series Design 

Before-after (pre-post) comparison within a single 
setting of how often a behavior occurred before 
some program or policy was implemented and after.

Real Example: Looking at violence/rowdiness at 
University of Colorado football games before and 
after stadium ban on beer sales (Bormann & Stone, 
2001). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijnurstu.2007.09.001
https://www.uwyo.edu/trustees/_files/docs/2016_meeting_materials/2016_november_supplemental/j-research_studies_requested_by_trustee_massie_part_4_of_4.pdf


Importance of a Pre-Test When 

Groups are Not Created by 

Random Assignment: 

Can Take Pre-Test Difference into 

Account When Looking at Final 

Difference

(For graduate students: 
Technically, this is known as 
a difference-in-difference
design. The dotted green 
line shows the assumption 
of what would have 
happened in the program 
group if the program were 
completely ineffective [i.e., 
following the trend of the 
control group]. See equation 
on slide 7 of this slideshow.)

https://www.slideshare.net/cpennotti/sdvc-project-evaluation-designestablishing-two-counterfactuals


True Experimental Quasi-Experimental Correlational

Randomly assign kids (and 
teachers) to small 
(experimental) or large 
(control) class size (with "class 
size" being the IV); then 
compare on later test scores 
(DV); this is what Tennessee’s 
Project STAR actually did

Find one school that has small 
class sizes and another that has 
large class sizes (“IV”); then 
compare on later test scores 
(“DV”); no random assignment, 
so can’t infer causality, but 
could do pre-test to compare 
degree of improvement in the 
two schools; you could get an 
idea of possible causation, 
which would justify conducting 
a true experiment in the future

Conduct large survey of people 
who attended many different 
schools, ask them to estimate 
what the typical class size was 
in their elementary school and 
what their SAT/ACT score was; 
use data points to calculate 
correlation; can’t infer 
causation, but results could 
pave the way for conducting a 
true experiment in the future

Practice Exercise: Name That Method -- Experimental, Quasi-Experimental, 

or Correlational? (From Paul Fuglestad, via Social Psychology Course Resources On the Web, CROW)

Note that, in real-life, if a true experiment (highest-quality method for causation) existed, there would be 
no need to conduct further studies using the less-effective quasi-experimental and correlational designs.

Here's another document with a good summary of the different kind of research designs

To get in the proper frame of mind for this practice exercise, let’s think 

about how the question of whether smaller class sizes in schools 

produce better learning could be addressed by the three approaches:

https://web.archive.org/web/20110601063854/http:/www.psych.umn.edu/courses/spring06/fuglestadp/psy3201/name%20that%20method.pdf
http://jfmueller.faculty.noctrl.edu/crow/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170216091258/http:/www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/resource/ac_state_and_national_evaluation_requirements_slides_and_notes.pdf


Additional Threats to Internal Validity in Long-Term Research
(Based on Campbell & Stanley, Cook & Campbell; many of the threats are discussed here. whereas a 

videotaped talk on the threats is available here)

1. History Effect

Hypothetically, if researchers were implementing a program to increase motorcycle 

helmet use, this event could possibly create a history effect.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1182&context=pare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msrVDB7YGqg
http://sports.espn.go.com/nfl/news/story?id=2480830


2. Maturation (improvement in children's test performance due simply to their increasing 
cognitive abilities)

3. Testing (with re-testing, participants become sensitive to what study is about)

• For maturation and testing, same control-group logic as above applies, just substitute 
"maturation" or "testing" for "history effect"

4. Instrumentation (possible example)

5. Statistical regression (visual depictions: here and here)

• The "Sports Illustrated Jinx" (i.e., people on the cover experiencing misfortune shortly 
thereafter) could just be an example of regression to the mean. Also here, a control 
group can overcome problem. 

6. Selection biases

• Babbie: "Comparisons don't have any meaning unless the groups are comparable at the 
start of an experiment."

7. Experimental mortality/attrition (overview; example)

8. Causal time-order

Threats to Internal Validity (Continued) 

http://prospect.org/article/too-good-be-true
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_toward_the_mean
http://davidakenny.net/old/series/primer.htm
https://thehothand.blogspot.com/2014/03/michigans-3pt-shooting-illustration-of.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sports_Illustrated_cover_jinx
https://web.archive.org/web/20150920091023/https:/homvee.acf.hhs.gov/HomVEE_brief_2014-49.pdf
http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1955&dat=20000717&id=9f0hAAAAIBAJ&sjid=3KMFAAAAIBAJ&pg=2694,2252387


9. Diffusion and imitation of treatments

• Diffusion is when word about the nature of the program leaks out of the 
experimental group, and imitation is when the control group adopts the behavior.

• As an example, doctors and nurses have learned more about hospice care and likely 
have shared these ideas with non-hospice patients, leading to “unanticipated 
similarities between hospice and traditional providers” and failure to find outcome 
differences between them (Rubin & Babbie, 2016). 

10. Compensatory equalization of treatment

• "Were those administering the setting pressured, or did they decide on their own, 
to compensate the control group's lack of the benefits of treatment by providing 
some other benefit for the control group? Parents may pressure school 
administrators, for instance, to provide alternative learning experiences to 
compensate for their children in the control group not receiving the special test 
curriculum being studied in the experimental group." (Garson)

11. Compensatory rivalry

12. (Resentful) demoralization

Threats to Internal Validity (Continued) 

http://faculty.chass.ncsu.edu/garson/PA765/validity.htm


Program Evaluation Examples

• “The Tamale Lesson” (Example of using story form, rather than purely factual presentation, for health 
education; video, report) 

• Did the television show "16 and Pregnant" reduce the U.S. teen-pregnancy rate?

• “Simple” water-treatment program in Kenya greatly reduces early-childhood mortality rate

• Early Childhood Intervention: Abecedarian Project, Head Start, and others (summary of evaluative results)

• Effectiveness of programs to prevent child maltreatment

• Evaluation of abstinence-only sex education in Texas

• Evaluation of AlcoholEdu's effectiveness in preventing college drinking

• Example of group peer-based intervention that backfired: Dishion, T. J., McCord, J., & Poulin, F. (1999). When 
interventions harm: Peer groups and problem behavior. American Psychologist, 54, 755–764. 

• UCLA evaluation study of California's policy of putting more emphasis on treatment and less on incarceration, 
for non-violent drug offenders

• Do pink jail cells calm prisoners and reduce their violent tendencies? (Thanks to Janis Henderson for the tip!)

Overviews of Conducting Program Evaluations

• American Evaluation Association's blog on tips for conducting evaluations

• Overview of formative evaluation (getting feedback to improve the process of implementing the program, i.e., 
helping "form" the program) and summative evaluation (doing a final evaluation of the program's 
effectiveness, i.e., getting a final "summary"). Nearly all of the examples in our class (e.g., class-size reduction, 
rowdiness/violence at football games) are summative.

• Staff's reflections on conducting a program evaluation (formative evaluation)

• Article on matching for quasi-experimental designs (some parts of the article are beyond the scope of an 
introductory methods course, but it provides a good overview in the initial sections)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lyhv9KmLroc
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/10.2105/AJPH.2014.302332
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/13/business/media/mtvs-16-and-pregnant-derided-by-some-may-resonate-as-a-cautionary-tale.html
https://www.vox.com/22778286/child-mortality-kenya-chlorine-clean-water
https://slideplayer.com/slide/4578872/
https://futureofchildren.princeton.edu/sites/futureofchildren/files/media/preventing_child_maltreatment_19_02_fulljournal.pdf
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC548759/
http://www.jsad.com/doi/full/10.15288/jsad.2011.72.642
https://web.archive.org/web/20110813224603/http:/www.newsroom.ucla.edu/portal/ucla/ucla-issues-new-report-on-proposition-68447.aspx
http://adamalterauthor.com/drunk-tank-pink
http://aea365.org/blog/
http://www.cmu.edu/teaching/assessment/basics/formative-summative.html
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/opre/resource/we-get-a-chance-to-show-impact-program-staff-reflect-on-participating-in-a-rigorous-multi-site-evaluation
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2943670/


More Advanced Quasi-Experimental Designs for Graduate Students

• Regression-Discontinuity Design
o University of Michigan study looking at criminal “offense rates a handful of 

weeks before and after the 18th birthday,” so that individuals’ cognitive and 
physical characteristics would be similar between groups, but the juvenile vs. 
adult sentences would differ

• Natural Experiments (taking advantage of when exposure to a condition in a real-
world setting is done by lottery)

o In federal appeals-court cases, three-judge panels are selected randomly from 
a larger number of available judges. Sunstein and colleagues show some 
interesting effects on judges' voting, based on who they serve with on a 
case (see Figure 1 of this document).

o In districts allowing school choice, when a given school gets more applicants 
than there is room for, the decision of whom to admit is sometimes made via 
random lottery. Here is one research example stemming from a lottery system.

For an overview, see:

Rockers, P. C., Røttingen, J-A., Shemilt, I., Tugwell, P., & Bärnighausen, T. (2015). 
Inclusion of quasi-experimental studies in systematic reviews of health systems 
research. Health Policy, 119, 511-521.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWRsYWSP3fM
https://news.umich.edu/long-prison-sentences-have-minimal-effects-on-young-criminals/
http://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1246&context=law_and_economics
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/sites/default/files/research-paper/840%20Preferences%20and%20Heterogeneous%20Treatment%20Apr%202006.pdf

